Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
provision

1.
2.
3.

n. [a measure undertaken in advance to meet some future
need] arrangement; preparation; procurement
n. [a stock of food and other supplies gathered for future
requirements] emergency; reserve
n. [a specified condition] proviso; stipulation; prerequisite;
terms

provisional

adj. [temporary; not final] tentative; interim; passing; transient

proximity

n. [the property of being close or near in space, time, etc.]
nearness; closeness; contiguity; adjacency; vicinity

proxy

n. [a person who is authorized to act for another] agent;
delegate; deputy; substitute; surrogate; representative

prude

n. [a person who is excessively modest or proper in behaviour,
dress or speech] puritan

permanent; definitive

Analogy: prude : proper :: fanatic : devoted
prudent

1.
2.

adj. [cautious and careful in conduct; not rash]
circumspect; provident
adj. [marked by sound judgement in practical matters]
discerning; discreet; judicious

1.

careless; heedless;
temerarious

1.

bland

Analogy: foresight : prudent :: caprice : whimsical
prune

1.
2.

v. [to remove unwanted or unnecessary things] cut;
rationalize
n. [a dried plum]

Analogy: prune : plum :: raisin : grape
pry

1.
2.

v. [to search or inquire in a meddlesome way] snoop; nose;
poke
v. [to move with a lever to raise or open something] lever;
prise; lift

Analogy: pry : watch :: connive : cooperate
pseudonym

n. [a fictitious name, esp. one assumed by an author] pen name;
anonym; alias

pulsate

v. [to beat rhythmically, as the heart] throb; quiver; vibrate

pundit

n. [a person who has or professes to have great learning]
savant; intellectual
Analogy:
pundit : opinion :: augur : prediction
authoritativeness : pundit :: allegiance : partisan

pungent ®

1.
2.

adj. [having a sharp sensation of taste and smell] acrid;
tart; peppery; piquant; spicy
adj. [capable of wounding (the mind)] barbed; biting;
mordacious; nipping

punitive

adj. [serving as a punishment or penalty] penal; disciplinary;
vindictive

rewarding

puny

adj. [inferior in strength, size or importance] weak; feeble; slight;
diminutive; lilliputian

enormous

Analogy: puny : weak :: measly : contemptible
purchase

n. [a firm hold or footing] foothold; leverage; grip

purge

1.
2.
3.

n. [the act of cleansing or ridding of impurities or other
undesirable elements] cleansing; clarification; expurgation
v. [to free from a blame or a charge]
v. [to purify] cleanse; clarify

